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ABOUT THIS WORKBOOK
How many times have you tried to find something to wear, or you’ve just had a big meal, or maybe you’re just 
sitting at home, when hear those all-too-familiar words come out of your mouth... “I feel fat.”

What seems like a perfectly innocent, self-deprecating (and in your mind, true) statement quickly turns into a 
body-shaming pity party with panicky thoughts like, “I hope nobody notices I’ve gained weight” and, “ugh I have 
NOTHING to wear, why don’t my clothes fit anymore?!” or, “I can’t believe I let my body get this bad” and even, 
“why can’t I just stop eating?”

Then the dread sets in, your mind racing to the worst possible outcomes from what you’ve convinced yourself is 
irreversible weight gain. You wonder if anyone will ever love you in this body or if people are going to talk about 
you behind your back. You stand in the mirror for minutes, or sometimes hours, convincing yourself that you’ve 
completely “ruined” your progress and that your tummy is getting bigger by the second.

If this sounds familiar, then I promise this workbook is going to help. I’ve been there countless times before 
and even in my recovery, there are days (although much less frequent) when I’ve found myself completely 
overwhelmed with shame and disgust when I’m least expecting it. Thankfully, I now have the tools and insight to 
separate myself from these dark thoughts, and I’m going to teach you how to do the same. 

AN IMPORTANT NOTE:
“I feel fat” is a learned response to negative emotions (anything learned can be unlearned). We’ve been taught our 
entire lives that the one thing we’re supposed to be able to control is our bodies. Skinny is good, fat is bad, and 
you alone are responsible for what your body looks like. 

The truth is that our body sizes are largely out of our control. 95% of people who diet regain the weight within 5 
years. There are no scientifically-proven diets that are effective for long-term weight loss and dieting is actually 
the number one predictor of weight gain. Our bodies are experts at maintaining their size, and even though diets 
never seem to actually work, we continue to blame ourselves and look to Instagram health coaches with “perfect” 
bodies, hoping that one day we’ll be able to shame and starve ourselves into thinness (aka happiness).

What they don’t tell you is that fat is not a feeling and happiness is not found inside a size 2. The best thing you 
can do for your health is to ditch dieting all together and work with a professional (like me!) to help you figure out 
what mental, emotional, and physical health looks like in the body and lifestyle you currently have. Downloading 
this workbook is a great first step.

Like I mentioned before, even in recovery there are times when these LEARNED negative thoughts will creep 
back in. Think of these thoughts like a muscle. You’ve been strengthening these negative body-thought muscles 
your entire life, and now we’re telling your brain to use an entirely different muscle to respond. The only way 
to strengthen this new response is to practice. I recommend keeping this workbook handy for when you need 
help. This isn’t an easy journey, but it’s an important one because you’re choosing your mental health and self-
empowerment over everything else. That’s pretty incredible. 

xo, Whitney

p.s. If you’d like to work with me, visit whitneycatalano.com/services to book a discovery call today. 

 
This content is for information and educational purposes only and is not intended to be a substitute or replacement for 
medical advice, medical nutrition therapy, or individualized counseling.

https://whitneycatalano.com/services
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1.  BREATHE
Catch your thoughts before they spin out of control and just *breathe* for a second. Ground yourself. By that I 
mean literally sit on a chair or the edge of your bed, close your eyes, and make a conscious effort to notice what 
your feet feel like against the ground. Redirect your mental energy to the physical sensation of your body. Or 
picture yourself on a beach if that works for you. Whatever you need to do to stop the panic, do it. 

2.  STEP AWAY FROM THE MIRROR
Hi, I see you casually walking past the mirror to see if your stomach has changed since you last looked. Comparing 
your body to what you thought it looked like before and hyper-analyzing the tiniest details that you can find to 
mentally pick apart and criticize. You’re doing a quick mental scan through your closet, convinced you won’t fit 
into your jeans anymore, all while checking your body from all angles to reinforce this belief that there isn’t one 
redeeming quality you have left. 

I’m sorry if this is triggering, but I need you to know that I see you, even though you’re doing this in secret, and 
even though you wouldn’t dare tell anyone else what you think about yourself. The fact that you are so secretive 
about this is how I know that you know this isn’t helpful or healthy. 

There is absolutely nothing you can do about your body in this very moment, so force yourself to walk away from 
the mirror and focus on this workbook for right now.

3.  WHAT WILL MAKE YOU FEEL BETTER NOW?
Write down 5 things that you can realistically do right now (things you can do in under 5 minutes) that make you 
feel good. The only rule is that it can’t be anything to do with dieting or trying to fix your body. Here is a list of 
things that I wrote down while working through this exact activity in case you need some inspiration.

Once you’ve made your list, PICK ONE to do right now as you complete your workbook. And don’t even think 
about going back to that mirror. It’s a trap. 

Example:
• Drink tea
• Drink water
• Take a nap
• Take a bath 
• Talk to a friend who 

understands how you’re 
feeling

• Read a book
• Work on my business (how 

do you think I got started 
on this workbook?)

• Take a walk
• Do a face mask 

1.  
 

2.  
 

3.  
 

4.  
 

5. 

PART 1:  CLARITY & GROUNDING
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PART 2:  IDENTIFY YOUR FEELINGS

As you can see, this body shame / “I feel fat” cycle is will continue until you identify, honor, and address the 
problem underneath. When we “feel fat,” it means that something else is going on. But instead of just dealing with 
the actual issue, we convince ourselves that our bodies are a problem (also because everything in society tells us 
that our bodies area problem) and we start to freak out. We get in our heads and dwell on it and make plans to fix 
our bodies as a way of gaining control over this feeling. 

If we spend our entire lives burying our feelings and placing any negative feelings onto our body, we eventually get 
to the point where we stop asking ourselves if there even is another problem underneath. Or maybe as kids we 
were told in one way or another that our feelings aren’t valid, so as adults, we have trained ourselves to bury our 
feelings and channel that energy into the one thing society has deemed acceptable - hate and endlessly try to fix 
our bodies. Or MAYBE we know deep down there is another problem, but it’s just too painful to address. 

Whether we want to admit it or not, there’s something strangely comforting about blaming our bodies, especially 
if we’ve been doing it our entire lives. Society has taught us (as women) that our bodies are not ours (aka other 
people get to decide if we are beautiful or not), and yet we are entirely responsible for how they look. So we shame 
ourselves into shrinking, and we wax, pluck, and squeeze ourselves into what the media tells us is beautiful, but at 
least on some dark level, we’re all in this together. 

If we hate our bodies, then at least we can bond over hating our bodies and obsessively talk about all the things 
we’re doing to fix it. We don’t have to look at our unhappy marriages or our bosses that don’t appreciate us or our 
friends who make us feel awful about ourselves, or whatever else in our lives that requires a huge, terrifying leap of 
faith to change. And most importantly, we don’t have stand up, take up space, and announce, “I deserve better and 
I’m tired of accepting less.” 

Because when we decide that we DESERVE to take the power back, it means that on some level, we have to 
acknowledge that at some point, the power was stolen from us, and honestly, that shit is heartbreaking. 

Buying this workbook is a step toward taking the power back. I hope you’re feeling as fired up as I am!!

If you got this workbook because you thought to yourself, “I feel fat”, then you are clearly feeling SOMETHING that 
needs to be identified, honored, and addressed. But in order to do that, we need to understand how we got here 
and why “I feel fat” is our first response. 

Like I said in the intro, fat is not a feeling. Society has taught us that fat = bad (which is just not true, by the way), 
so those of us who struggle with body image (most people) associate negative feelings with feeling “fat”. 

It goes like this: 

Bad feeling Body trigger
(ex: big meal, 

clothes, bloating)

“I feel fat”
(bad feeling - now 

we think our body is 
the original issue)

Body shaming
(guilt & shame are 
more bad feelings 
that distract us)

Plans to fix body

Original problem was never addressed 

(attempt to control 
negative feeling)

(and new problems always arise)

4.  UNDERSTAND WHY WE DO THIS
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5.  TRANSLATE THE FEELING

6. FIGURE OUT HOW WE GOT HERE

Feminist rant aside, the first step in addressing the problem underneath is IDENTIFYING the FEELING.  Below is 
a longer version of the “I feel fat” translation image I posted on Instagram not too long ago. This will help get you 
started, although it is not by any means a comprehensive list of feelings that you might be experiencing. Try to 
identify as many as you possibly can. 

Quick note: try to resist the urge to rationalize, judge, or explain away the feeling. None of this, “I feel sad but I 
shouldn’t!” or “I feel anxious but I have no reason to.” The point here is to identify the feelings. Period. If you’re 
having trouble with this, start just writing whatever words come to mind in the box below.

Now that you know what you’re feeling, we need to figure out how you got from these feelings to “I feel fat” so 
that we can get better at identifying (and avoiding) body triggers in the future. Below is my personal list of triggers 
next to a list of possible solutions. For this exercise, write down a few triggers that tend to come up in your life, and 
then write some solutions, even if the idea of actually doing any of those solutions FEELS overwhelming right now.

“I  FEEL FAT” TRANSLATION

In this moment, I feel...
“I feel...

unworthy 
unloved 

disappointed 
hopeless 

sad 
hurt 

insecure 
FULL 

unfulfilled 
heartbroken 
embarassed 

overwhelmed 
discouraged 

anxious 
bloated

Body Trigger  Solutions
 
Jeans are too tight Wear a flowy dress
   Buy new jeans

Overly full / bloated Eat more often so I
   don’t get as hungry
   Hire an RD to help

Body shame in mirror Stop looking in 
   mirror until calm

Photos   Avoid photos
   Wear clothes that
   I feel confident in

Body Trigger   Solutions
 

http://instagram.com/trustyourbodyproject
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6.  GIVE THE FEELINGS SOME CONTEXT

7.  FEEL YOUR FEELINGS

Now that we know what we’re feeling and how we started obsessing about the body, we need to put some context 
to the feelings so we can get closer to a solution. 

Again, try not to judge any of these feelings or panic at the thought of making these changes all at once. This is just 
an exercise to help you verbalize what is going on in that brain of yours. Try to give yourself as much context as 
you can. What were you doing right before you started feeling this way? Have you been feeling unfulfilled in some 
areas of your life? Have you been really busy lately and this is the first time you’ve been able to stop and actually 
FEEL everything you’ve been going through?

To help, I filled out this exercise myself because over 300 of you on Instagram said you wanted personal examples. 
Yay to over-sharing!

You may be feeling a bit overwhelmed by all this, which is perfectly normal. Doing this exercise is going to force 
you to start feeling your feelings, which may feel very foreign and uncomfortable for you if you’re used to burying 
and ignoring. If at any point during this exercise you feel like you need to cry or scream or throw a fit, DO IT. Feel 
your feelings so you can release them. Come back when you’re ready. 

Body Image Trigger: 

dehydration in high altitude 
while traveling + salty foods + 
period + I waited too long to eat 
and overate= belly bloat, body 
discomfort, jeans feel too tight

Body Image Triggers: 

Feelings: 

I am feeling taken advantage 
of by my boss, out of control 
financially, lost, overwhelmed, 
alone, and unloved

Feelings: 

Context: 

Traveling is expensive & disorienting. My boss 
doesn’t financially value me. I am struggling with my 
business because I do everything alone. I get really 
overwhelmed by it. I want a relationship but haven’t 
found someone who wants one with me.

Context: 

PART 3:  HONOR YOUR FEELINGS
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8.  START BRAINSTORMING ACTUAL SOLUTIONS

Now make a plan to work 
toward ONE of your solutions. 
Make sure to put a REALISTIC 
time limit on it to hold you 
accountable

By ______________________, I will...

Possible solutions for my problems:Problem:

PART 4:  ADDRESS THE PROBLEM

Problem: 

Feeling undervalued at work

Struggling in my business

 
Feeling unloved

 
Feeling out of control financially

Feeling unhealthy / Can’t stop binge 
eating

Possible Solutions: 

Talk to my boss about being paid more otherwise I need to leave

Get a business coach to help me with the logistics and support me in 
prioritizing & problem-solving

Use this time to focus on loving myself and trust that the right guy will come 
along when he’s supposed to (aka accept that I can’t change this

Hire a financial advisor to help me create a budget

 
Hire an RD (Whitney!) to help me heal my relationship with food

This is where the magic happens. Even if there is no possible way you can implement these solutions (and chances 
are you might not even be able to do one today), the simple act of identifying possible solutions will give you 
something to work toward and will restore your sense of peace. 

Note: for some of your problems, there may not be a solution. That is okay. For those problems, you may have 
to work on grieving and changing your perspective rather than changing the situation. It’s like the saying goes... 
accept the things you cannot change, but have the courage to change the things you can (I’m butchering this but 
you get the point). 

For the purpose of showing you how to do this, I’ve included a few examples that are not specific to my life, but 
may help give you some ideas for yours. 
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8.  START WITH ONE REAL SOLUTION

10. RECONNECT WITH THE JOY OF EATING

PART 5:  TAKE THE POWER BACK
9. CHANGE THE STORY YOU TELL YOURSELF
So we’ve identified, honored, and begun to address the REAL problems. But all of that doesn’t take away the years 
of hating our bodies and comparing ourselves to what we think we should look like. Like I said before, even in 
recovery, you’ll have days where your inner body hater will peak its head out and make you sob.

This section is designed to help empower you on this body image journey and take the power back from your inner 
hater. Our inner hater will make us believe all these horrible things about our bodies that are just NOT true and 
do not deserve to be acknowledged or given space in our heads. On the next page, I’ve written out some common 
beliefs we have when we’re mid-panic, and some rational responses that will help you change the story you tell 
yourself. Read the responses to yourself over and over again until they become ingrained in your head. On the 
following page, I’ve created some bubbles for you to write some beliefs you have and then practice shutting those 
negative beliefs down. 

Over the next few days, you may have the urge to try to control food, diet, punish yourself, binge eat, or any 
number of other responses that take you away from your natural eating. While this is perfectly normal, it’s also 
not helpful, healthy, or productive. The best way to breathe through the urge to control, restrict, binge, or punish 
yourself is to relax and discover the joy of eating again. 

This assignment is my challenge for you over the next few days. Make plans to experience food again in a way that 
is pleasurable, relaxing, and FUN for you. Go to a farmer’s market. Go out to a new restaurant with a friend. Make 
a new meal you find on Pinterest. Go to your favorite comfort food spot. Have friends or family over for a dinner 
party. Reconnect with your sense of pleasure in food to help take away the rules and body image components.

Take a picture of what you chose to do for this assignment and post it to Instagram with #TrustYourBodyProject. 
Make sure to also tag me @TrustYourBodyProject so that I see it. I’ll be picking my favorite to repost soon! 

Hi! I’m Whitney, a virtual anti-diet Registered Dietitian Nutritionist and 
body image coach helping people stop emotional & binge eating, heal 
their relationship with food, and take back the power from diet culture. 

I am so excited you decided to get this workbook and I hope you’ll 
continue following me for more daily motivation. You can find me on 
Instagram, Facebook, YouTube, Pinterest, and at WhitneyCatalano.com

I have another E-book coming out soon called Finding Freedom from 
Emotional & Binge Eating. Sign up for my newsletter to get it as soon as 
it’s out. 

And as always, if you’d to work with me one-on-one to heal your 
relationship with food and discover hoslitic health for YOUR life, book a 
discovery call here. 

ABOUT WHITNEY, RDN

https://instagram.com/trustyourbodyproject 
http://facebook.com/whitneycatalanordn
http://bit.ly/SubWhitneyRD
https://www.pinterest.com/whitneycatalano/
https://WhitneyCatalano.com
https://WhitneyCatalano.com/services
https://WhitneyCatalano.com/services
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Probably. But people are going to judge me at 
any body size and for any reason. I can’t control 

other people, I can only control how I feel

No you did not. Health is a journey, not an  
end goal. You cannot “ruin” your progress with 

a meal or a few skipped workouts. And shaming 
yourself is never motivating

I deserve to feed my body regardless of what 
I’ve eaten or how much I’ve exercised.

INNER HATER YOUR NEW RESPONSE

I need to just stop eating!

That was such a bad meal, I 
feel like a failure

Why can’t I stop binge 
eating??

Will anybody ever love me in 
this body?

Can anyone tell how fat I 
feel?

Can anyone tell how much 
fatter I’ve gotten?

Are people going to judge 
me for my body?

I feel like I just ruined all my 
progress.

What if my clothes don’t fit 
anymore?

Food is just food. What I eat does not make 
me any better or worse. All food fits.

Restriction causes binge eating. I deserve to 
give myself permission to eat ALL foods.

YES! I am an amazing person who deserves 
love. I already have so many people in my life 

who love me.

No. Nobody can read my mind, only I can 
choose to let people in. Maybe I need 

emotional support from friends right now

Then I’ll buy new clothes. This happens 
literally all the time... at least every year for my 

entire life. It is not a big deal.

My mind is playing tricks on me. It takes a 
lot longer to gain weight than I think it does, 

& even if I have gained weight, it is not a 
problem. Weight fluctuates. Bodies change. 
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INNER HATER YOUR NEW RESPONSE


